Letter K Activities

1. Use a magnet to pick up different keys-sort the keys into those that are picked up by the magnet and those that are not. Explain to your child why some keys are not picked up by the magnet.

2. Make a king’s crown and decorate. 
   [website link]

3. Make flowers out of Kleenex-fold several Kleenex accordion style and wrap the middle with a pipe cleaner or paper clip. Pull out the layers of the Kleenex and bring to the center. Tissue paper also works for these flowers.

4. Read a book about kangaroos. Make a kangaroo paper bag puppet. [website link]

5. Play kickball

6. Count all of the keys in the house.

7. Kiss your dad and mom

8. Help your mom clean the kitchen.

9. Count all the cupboard doors in the kitchen

10. Read about the “Three Little Kittens”. [website link]